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Forum conversation is displayed twice
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Description
That's in /main/forum/viewforum.php.
Any action in one of the conversation is apparent in the other. Deleting one deletes both.
Associated revisions
Revision b9f1d3cc - 12/10/2014 04:24 - Yannick Warnier
Merge pull request #374 from ycastillo/fix.7267
Fix group filter in forum - refs #7267
Revision fed8d19f - 12/10/2014 04:33 - Yannick Warnier
Add warning in the changelog regarding disappearing posts in forum - refs #7267 and refs #7264

History
#1 - 14/09/2014 08:35 - Yannick Warnier
Does this happen using Chrome? If so, could you try with another browser and confirm it occurs there too?
#2 - 14/09/2014 11:54 - Olivier CORRE
Happens in Firefox and Safari. Haven't tried Chrome. Could it just be a display problem in /main/forum/viewforum.php ?
#3 - 15/09/2014 11:27 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Yoselyn Castillo
Hi Yoselyn,
Could you take a look?
#4 - 16/09/2014 23:08 - Yoselyn Castillo
Trying this..
#5 - 19/09/2014 03:52 - Yoselyn Castillo
I could not reproduce. Maybe if you could explain your steps or settings..
#6 - 19/09/2014 04:04 - Olivier CORRE
Thanks for your answer.
I created the forum threads from within a group (/main/group/group_space.php) I created, not in the forum tool. In the forum tool, this bug doesn't
seem to appear when creating a new thread.
I tried with a group i filled with students and also in an empty group. The result was the same : double posts.
#7 - 30/09/2014 07:43 - Yoselyn Castillo
- % Done changed from 0 to 70
It was missing a group condition in sql statement.
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fix was sent to
https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/374
Please, Try it from there.
#8 - 30/09/2014 08:15 - Olivier CORRE
Confirmed fixed.
#9 - 30/09/2014 09:53 - Olivier CORRE
Some old forum threads seem to disappear though. They become invisible without being deleted.
#10 - 12/10/2014 04:26 - Yannick Warnier
- Category set to Forum
We have had a similar issue with forums disappearing when we added the condition around sessions (see #7264). I believe there is no real solution
to that (other than going into the database and fixing the threads and forums manually).
I'll put a note in the changelog about that.
#11 - 12/10/2014 04:33 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Assigned to Bug resolved
#12 - 12/10/2014 08:16 - Yannick Warnier
- % Done changed from 70 to 100
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